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I) Explain the meaning of the following words and use them in a sentence (16pts)  
Example: upset-very angry; He was upset because things weren’t going well.

extraordinary - 
unnecessary - 
gross -  
shallow - 

confused - 
strange -
disgusting - 
huge -  

II) Great Holidays-A dialogue! Fill in the words in brackets in the correct tense (29 pts)  
-Hi Pete, how are you?
-I’m alright...
-You ___________ (look) a bit distressed. What _____________ (happen) to you?
-Well, I _________________ (just come) home from my holidays.
-Oh, where ______________ (you stay)?
-Actually I __________________ (plan) to stay in a luxurious hotel in a lovely place at the 
sea, but when my wife and I _________ (arrive) at  the place it ___________________ 
(rain) heavily, the temperatures ______________ (freeze) and we __________________ 
(must realize) that instead of the 5 stars hotel we _______________ (see) in the catalogue, 
there __________ (be) an old, rotten block made of concrete.
-Oh, I see... So you _____________ (not find) the hotel so great?
-Sure, the hotel ________ (be) great, at least compared to the beach...!
-What do you mean?
-Well, just look at my arm... Can you see the big wound?
-Oh, my god, yes! What ___________________ (you do)?
-I  _________________  (not  do)  anything  special.  Well,  except  for  the  fact  that  I 
__________ (want /go swimming) in the sea. Unfortunately, a big shark ______________ 
(come) and tried to  kill me...  I was lucky that the big shark ______________________ 
(just eat) three other tourists before he _____________ (attack) me.
-Well,  that  ___________  (really  sound)  horrible!  But  your  wife 
______________________ (come home) safely?
-Not exactly, you see. In the hotel, my dear wife __________________ (get to know) the 
receptionist, and on our last day there, she ___________ (tell) me: ‘Pete, I must tell you 
something.  I  _______________  (find)  the  man of  my dreams,  Pablo  the  receptionist! 
Please _____________ (not be) angry, Pete...’
-Oh, so you...
-Yes,  we  ________________  (separate).  After  40  years  of  marriage!  She  wants  the 
divorce as soon as possible.
-I’m really sorry about this, my dear friend!
-Oh,  ___________________ (not  worry) about  me! I  will be divorced in a  couple of 
weeks, and then I ________________ (find) my dream wife too... I have heard that Alicia 
Keys is single at the moment... Or Ashlee Simpson. I’m sure they _______________ (only 
wait) for a man like me! 

Key: +50% (4);  +64% (3);  +78% (2);  +90% (1)
grammar/fill in part = 65%; text = 35%
text: 2 mistakes = 1 minus point; 10 words = 1 point; max.score: 110%
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III) Real Beauty?! Written discussion  
Is make up really beautiful? Or should we rather stay like god created us? Write a discussion 
about real beauty and your attitude towards make up and other things people use to make their 
body more beautiful (like piercings, tattoos etc.)
Write about 200-220 words. Give good arguments and try to structure your text well.

Key: +50% (4);  +64% (3);  +78% (2);  +90% (1)
grammar/fill in part = 65%; text = 35%
text: 2 mistakes = 1 minus point; 10 words = 1 point; max.score: 110%


